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Chapter 2650

“He…he is laughing!”

“He is laughing! He is laughing!”

Several elders, holding their hair on the spot, felt a tingling scalp.

are you crazy? Is this crazy?

Faced with such a powerful destructive blow from the enemy, it’s all about not dodge or
dodge, unexpectedly… the exit that still laughs? !

Even if it is a true god, he would not dare to be so big!

“Could it be that under the confrontation just now, he was already injured, but… has
been pretending to be okay?” Shengran also felt incredible.

Of course, Pei Hu at this time had already shown a smug smile, because he was already
three feet away from George Han at this time.

It is almost impossible to dodge at this distance!

Once hit by himself, then the one waiting for George Han is death!

Yes, it is death, not even scum!

“Now you are still laughing? Silly!” With a anger, Pei Hu has already increased his
strength.

But suddenly, just when he thought he was holding the winning ticket firmly, George Han,
who was getting closer and closer, suddenly disappeared.

“Tai Xu Shen Step!”

“Bei Ming Four Soul Formation, open!”

Om!

“What?!”

George Han didn’t disappear, or rather, he disappeared, but he appeared again in the
next second.



And the scary thing is that it was not one George Han who appeared together, but eight!

“This…” Shengran’s group of people were directly dumbfounded.

“How is it possible!” The fifth elder of the Yingzhao clan also screamed.

brush!

Obviously, Pei Hu’s palm didn’t take any strength at all, and his strong inertia and
mentality just let him relax underestimating the enemy. At this time, it was found that
something was wrong and it was already difficult to take it back.

His back is tantamount to completely revealing to George Han.

“Broken!”

As George Han sneered coldly, surrounding the eight golden bodies behind Pei Hu, he
directly lifted his palm and hit.

In the case of almost completely unable to retrieve it, he could not defend, but the
demon saint was always the demon saint, and the vitality of his whole body suddenly
gathered in his back, continuously blocking the attacks of the seven real bodies.

But on the eighth, George Han hit the spot.

“Puff!” A

mouthful of golden blood spurted directly, and the stalwart body suddenly fell straight!

boom!

With an explosion sounded, Pei Hu’s body fell from the sky and hit a certain
mountainside on Xianshan “What, is this all right?” Shengran was stunned.

When he was only talented, he couldn’t even bear to watch George Han be beaten to
death alive, but the situation was changing quickly!

George Han stood proudly in the air, coldly looking at Pei Hu who was photographed on
the ground.

He is very strong, but too aggressive, so his temperament is impetuous, and this person
is strong on offense and weak on defense, so George Han decided to repeat the trick.

Compared to the previous time, he thought that he was fighting hard with him, trying to
fight with his fate, sacrificing himself and letting him win the prize at the same time.



When he comes back now, he will already respond to his thinking relatively, and at the
same time, he has been completely angered by himself in the war of attrition just now,
and he wants to kill himself.

So at this time, he won’t think too much, he will only go out without leaving any room for
it!

And he saw this, and then used speed to kill him by surprise.

“Kill!”

Pei Hu climbed up from the ground, his eyes were already blood red.

In the next second, he disheveled his head and flew directly towards the ferocious face
again.

He is the son of the 梼杌 clan, and the future leader, he is aloof, has he ever suffered
such a big loss? Have you ever been bullied by others? At this time, the killing intent on
George Han had reached the extreme.

George Han frowned slightly, he knew that Pei Hu had been completely angry.

“Qi broke the eight wilderness!”

Boom!

As he continued to fly towards George Han, the black energy around him also continued
to spread. Finally, with a sudden explosion, a huge and incomparable behemoth
appeared in the sky above him and opened to George Han. Blood spurted out and
roared with anger.

“Bloodline!” Shengran screamed, his eyes horrified.

“This fellow Peihu…”

“He actually inherited the ambition of the 梼杌, this…”

“George Han is in trouble now.” Several elders also looked terrified.

George Han narrowed his eyebrows and his figure receded slightly. Although he was
strong, he was definitely not a big person. The eight golden bodies suddenly flashed
golden light, ready to defend against the enemy at any time!

“Roar!”

Suddenly, Ying Xiao hit, and his figure suddenly became bigger.



“It’s bad.” George Han’s heart sank.

And almost at the same time, the 梼杌 has become the size of a giant swallowing beast,
and he roars, and directly spouts with extremely strong energy…
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George Han hurriedly transported the Qi of Chaos to resist, but apparently, although he
didn’t support him, he didn’t know anything about Pei Hu’s method. He flew out on the
spot…

and almost as soon as George Han flew out, Pei Hu was already furious, and the
devilish light burst directly from his hand, one after another, shooting at George Han like
he didn’t need money. Eight bodies.

Poor George Han, the eight figures have not yet landed, and when they were not
stabilized, they have been pierced by the Qiandao demons. Although the front is barely
resisted, as the demons increase, they will eventually be shot full of holes, golden. The
blood is constantly spraying in the air!

George Han hurriedly retracted his real body, and in the next second, when his only
body remained stable, his body was already full of blood.

Although the Eight Golden Body is extremely fierce, it can resist point-to-point attacks
and can share the damage with the enemy, but it is relatively difficult to attack a wide
range of attacks.

Not only can they not bear the harm to each other, but they will be involved in each other
because of their own harm. A single body may be relatively better to resist group attacks,
but more real bodies are more likely to become living targets in the eyes of others.

George Han gritted his teeth, spit out a mouthful of blood, and looked at Pei Hu with cold
eyes.

This wave, obviously he suffered a big loss.

“Play smart with me? In the face of absolute strength, it’s all bullshit.” Pei Hu took the
advantage with a single blow. At this time, he was triumphant, and whispered to George
Han.

George Han was slightly lucky, and while healed the wound, the Five Elements Divine
Stone also slightly released light, supplementing George Han’s recovery.

“You are right. In the face of absolute strength, everything is just bullshit.” George Han
smiled coldly.



And the city of Burning Bone is still behind. Just playing against the demons, George
Han has been unwilling to expose his strength too much, and at the same time he
doesn’t want to consume his energy too much and hurt himself.

Therefore, George Han has been fighting.But nowadays, the conservative style of play
has hurt himself, and it is no longer necessary to hide his strength.

Moreover, the current situation made George Han have to use all his strength.

However, compared to George Han’s words, it is obvious that Pei Hu has his own
understanding. Of course he would not think that George Han was talking about himself,
but he thought that George Han was following his words.

“Since you know, that would be the best. However, it is useless to know. Originally, I
wanted to keep your whole body, but now, it is impossible. You have successfully
aroused my anger.”

“Now, Cry, scream, and then, greet your death.” With a grinning smile, Pei Hu has
already moved the secret method.

The surrounding black air is permeated, and above the head, the day has disappeared
and black clouds are everywhere.

Tightly, above the sky, among the black clouds, a red moon suddenly appeared from the
clouds.

The light of the red cold moon was radiant for a while, but every ray of light hit George
Han’s body, causing people to colic all over, and his mind was even more seriously
injured.

In other places, affected by the light, trees withered and white flowers withered, even the
gurgling water suddenly stopped flowing at this time, preventing the Buddha from being
frozen by something.

In the world, it seemed that only this red moon remained for a while.

“Blood Moon!” Shengran yelled anxiously over there, and at the same time teamed up
with a dozen of his subordinates and many clansmen, hurriedly transported energy and
hurriedly supported an enchantment, reluctantly and hardly resisting the erosion of the
moonlight.

Only at this time, George Han, still stood there lightly.

His eyes shrank slightly, his brows frowned slightly, and then, he suddenly closed his
eyes slowly.

In the next second, countless golden and black gases began to continuously emerge
from his body, wrapping it tightly and gently.



His hair began to be blood-red, his skin began to become whiter, the sky fire moon
wheel hovered around his body again, and a strong pressure began to be released…
The

space seemed to be at this time, and the pressure was slightly shaking. …
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“This…”

“Is this the power of the Demon Sage? Then, what is the power of George Han, and
what… and what?” The

Qilin people are almost dumbfounded, blood Even under the moon, even if the Qilin clan
teamed up to support the enchantment, they could still feel the extremely strong
pressure brought by the blood moon.

But before everyone had time to catch their breath, George Han was already under the
blood moon, setting off a new wave of energy shaking.

The space is torn, the ground is shaking!

“It’s such a strong energy, but… how could there be a strong demon energy?” Sheng
Burn frowned: “Could it be that he is also a demon?”

“Should it not? If it is a demon, as a demon? The strongest family of the Southern
Demon Clan, how can the people of the Yingzu clan not know it?”

“With the power of this child, it is impossible to be unknown to the Demon Clan .”

The words of the elders are not unreasonable, but it makes Shengran became even
more confused. Since it is not a devilish energy, why is George Han’s devilish energy
extremely heavy? !

However, in any case, Shengran was slightly disappointed: “It’s nothing more than
Peihu, and now another member of the Demon Race? Is it possible that Xian’er is really
destined!”

“No, no.” Suddenly, aside. The third elder suddenly frowned, and his whole person
looked nervous and extremely serious.

“Three elders, what do you mean by this!” Shenglian frowned.

“You sip, sing!” The third elder didn’t say much, he still frowned, as if feeling something
in detail.



Upon seeing this, Shengran didn’t say much now, frowned, and learned from the three
elders, and seriously began to feel all the changes around him.

The other elders stopped talking and followed suit!

For a time, the entire Kylin clan was surprisingly quiet!

Not only them, but also the people of the 杌 Clan over there seemed to have noticed
something wrong. The Fifth Elder’s thick eyebrows were furrowed, his eyes fixedly
staring at George Han in mid-air.

“God! Divine!”

Suddenly, Shengburn’s pupils dilated, and he muttered in silence, and the whole person
couldn’t help but retreat.

Shengran is so, the other elders are not much better, although they did not stagger back,
but each one was dumbfounded, looking at each other, only felt that the scalp was
constantly tingling!

“How is it possible! How is it possible!”

“There is the breath of God hidden in that arrogant devilish energy, how could this be?”
“A person carries both demonic energy and divine aura. The so-called righteous and evil
do not exist at the same time, and the gods and demons do not exist at the same time,
but this guy…” The

gods and demons are in the same body!

“Is this guy a pervert?” a

group of people murmured, obviously shocked.

The Fifth Elder Yingzhao also stared at George Han dumbly, but after a moment, he
hurriedly looked at his son, his eyes inevitably worried.

It’s not that my son is not abnormal enough, but the kid in front of you is too abnormal!

“Pretending to be!” On the other end, Pei Hu shouted angrily, the cold light in the golden
eyes was full, and the hand turned his hand was a beam of energy, which directly hit the
blood moon in the air.

Obviously, he wants to increase the energy of the blood moon and kill George Han with
one blow!

With the blessing of Pei Hu’s energy, the blood-red moon became even more blood-red,
so that the entire fairy mountain fell into a pool of blood. At almost the same time, the



blood around the blood moon raged wildly, and in the center of the blood moon,
something seemed to be faintly shaking, which might burst out at any time.

The people around them, whether it was the Kirin or the 梼杌 family, could not help but
close their eyes and use their full strength to support their defensive enchantment. The
tremendous pressure made them sweat profusely even if they joined forces to resist.

“Tianhuo, moon wheel!”

Almost at the same time, George Han suddenly opened his eyes, his eyes flashing
brightly.

“Swipe!” The

sky fire moon wheel suddenly moved suddenly, falling in George Han’s hands one after
another.

“Blood Moon?” George Han smiled coldly.

In the next second, he moved slightly, and so, his left hand turned into a bow, and his
right hand turned into an arrow!

Draw the bow of the full moon, look at it slightly, and point to the blood moon in the sky!

“What?!”

“This guy…”

“Houyi shot the sun in ancient times, but the devil shot the moon today?”

“Is he kidding? How can this shoot down?” A

group of people looked at each other!

“Swipe!”

Arrow made!

The Arrow of Skyfire slammed straight forward, and after the moon wheel finished
shooting, it quickly caught up with Skyfire and merged with it.

Red and blue, with sharp arrows like light, hitting the blood moon!

At this time, everyone caught their breath and looked up at the sky. The violent blood
moon and the blue and red arrows were approaching infinitely. And the power of each
other has the power to destroy the world, no one knows which one is strong or weak…
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